
Collections

 

Designed with finely detailed cast aluminum ends and recycled plastic lumber, this 
beautiful bench provides years of durable and maintenance-free seating. 

Classic details and timeless design combine with extreme durability to make this a best 
selling outdoor furnishing collection. 

Stylish furnishings integrate sleek steel with traditional stone to give a contemporary 
yet inviting aesthetic to your property. 

Inspired to deliver the most natural and comfortable seating. 
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Classic benches and matching receptacles created with a modern horizontal steel slat 
design. 

Fusion Advantage Plastisol and natural stone join to deliver a collection of truly 
distinctive products. 

The Rally collection delivers exceptional value without sacrificing performance. 

Heavy-duty line with natural stone finish delivering in the toughest weather conditions. 

Enhance your site with traditional courtyard charm. 



When large modern spaces demand bold furnishing, look to this striking natural stone 
and steel collection. 

The ultimate in performance and style this collection offers a wide range of products to 
furnish heavy use areas from start to finish. 

Highlight any setting with a unique combination where function meets style utilizing 
natural stone and concrete. 

Original slotted steel design deliver a striking vintage style. 

The Mezzo collection transforms any location and adds contemporary visual appeal 
with modern metal patterns. 



When a winning performance on and off the field count, choose Victory Benches and 
receptacles. 

Stainless steel or designer powder coated steel panels fused with superior construction 
create the Signature for this contemporary collection. 

Custom products featuring the Fusion Advantage are a great way to promote your 
business, school or community. 

Clean understated lines offers a modern twist to this classic slat design providing an 
ideal solution for any modern space. 

When your picnic table needs to stand up to the weather and still look great, choose 
Fusion Coatings.  



A collection of contemporary, eco-friendly and maintenance-free products. 

Patio or poolside; creating versatile dining area in just about any space. 

New design on a time tested favorite. 

Time-tested rugged products featuring natural stone. 

Make a green statement without sacrificing good looks. 



Indoor waste management solutions. 

Traditional and modern bike racks. 

Lightweight alternative to steel. 

Weatherproof picnic tables and benches stand the test of time. 

From urban parks to wooded trails, these premium redwood benches and receptacle 
provide the rustic charm and lasting strength of real wood. 
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Celebrate the season, special events or promote a business with these brilliantly 
designed banners. 

Create your own style with custom graphic panel receptacles or your name cut directly 
into the Balance bench seating. 

Replacement parts & accessories. 

 
 


